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There were many well researched and interesting topics this
year. Three students chose to look at issues of identity and ra-
cism, two explored successful marketing and one researched an
important health issue in Japan.
Miki Hokari researched the complicated issue of beauty and
ethnicity by focusing on black women and hair. She was at-
tracted to this topic through recent stories in the media, such as
criticism of Barack Obama's daughter, and beauty campaigns
featuring Beyonce. Her research involved an historical overview
of racism in the media and a discussion of the politics of black
hair. Saki Yokoi chose to look at beauty and ethnic identity
after reading about the backlash against mixed race Miss Japan
winner Ariana Miyamoto in 2015. This was a tricky topic to
navigate and involved an historical examination of the myth of
a Japanese homogeneity, including difficult theoretical texts.
Yuna Tsuchiya explores the hardships and successes of the
Vancouver Asahi, a Japanese Canadian baseball team that
played ball in an era of extreme anti-Asian sentiment. She fo-
cused on a newly released film that brought the story to Japan,
Vancouver No Asahi. Mai Todoroki tries to find an answer for
the incredible success of Disney's, Frozen in her well researched
essay. She explores the traditional methods and the unique film
and marketing techniques that made the film a success. Finally,
Akina Sato researched a topic that continues to concern women's
health, anorexia nervosa. This psychological diseases, which has
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severe physical manifestations, is growing in Japan. An evalua-
tion of its treatment is the main focus of this paper.
I appreciate the hard work of students this year and am very
pleased with the results. It is always difficult to choose best
essay due to the high quality of student work. This year I have
decided to award the prize to Mai Todoroki for her well re-
searched and well written essay "Frozen: Worldwide Financial
Success and a Reflection of Modern Cultural Values." While
other student essays were well researched, this essay was the
most coherent and shows sophisticated analytical and writing
skills. I am proud of all my students. I think that many of the es-
says were challenging but students have come away with an im-
portant lesson―the value of hard work-and more confidence in
their own language skills.
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